Abstract. In this paper, we establish a Temporal-Spatial Distribution of Space Debris Prediction Model based on Kessler model. We deduce debris' flux and the probability that space objects be hit by debris in certain space-time. Next, we make predictions about debris' distribution with different diameters, in different orbits and during discrete years. Besides, we put forward the probability in different orbits.
Introduction
It is estimated that more than 500,000 pieces of orbital debris are being tracked to space craft. There is a wide discussion on the issue. It is important to research the distribution of space debris. The space around the earth can be divided into four orbits. The tracked space objects are mainly in LEO, followed by GEO and MEO.
1. Low earth orbit (LEO): Heights below 5500km.
2.
Middle earth orbit (MEO): Heights between the LEO's and the GEO's.
3.
Geosynchronous orbit (GEO): Heights around 36000km.
4.
Other orbit: Include the high-eccentricity orbit and transfer orbit from low earth orbit to higher orbit.
Analysis on the space debris
Going through the relevant literature we get some clues. In 1981, DonaldJ. Kessler established an algorithm about space density [1] :
In the algorithm, S is the density at φ degrees latitude in r height. It is influenced by the inclination i , perigee height q and apogee height '
, a is the symbol of the semi major axis. Density of space debris ( )
As the equation shows, R stands for the radius of the Earth, h ∆ is the calibration of space grid along the height. τ ∆ stands for the probability that space debris drop in the range ( ) 
Where l is the diameter of space debris, t means time. h is height which ranges from 350 to 2000. S is the solar flux on 10.7cm wavelengths in the year of -1 t , i is inclination.
Where q is the designed to be the annual growth rate of debris, =0.4 q . p is the designed to be the annual growth rate of the total mass of debris. The flux can deduce other quantity.
Where N is the amount of space debris. The equation express the amount in unit time and physical volume.
Prediction about the amount of space debris
Different diameters: While other quantities are fixed, the diameter of space debris varies from 0.001 to 0.8. To realize the purpose, we use MATLAB to simulate the problem. The table 1 is shown as follows: Figure 2: The function of flux and height As indicated in the figure and table, the flux start to raise up when the height is about 300km. After 730km, the flux begin to flatten.
Conclusion
By the research of the Space Debris, the distribution of the debris can be measured by the physical expression such as S , F and N . They express the debris' amount in unit time and physical volume. Based on the distribution, we dividedly make the prediction about the amount of space debris while other quantities are fixed. When the debris have different diameters, The prediction shows the debris are mainly concentrated in the range of 0 to 1. When the debris are in different orbits, the amount starts to raise up when the height is about 300km. After 730km, the amount begins to flatten. 
